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TO THEMEMORYOFPROFESSORE.T.OKL.ANDER 
We study Lorentz spaces, with mixed or iterated norms. The usual Lorentz 
spaces enable us to clarify the concept of weak-type; the spaces with mixed 
norms enable us to clarify and to classify four extended notions of weak-type in 
product space. We give also an interpolation theorem, of the Marcinkiewicz 
type. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, CL) be a u-finite measure space and f  a complex p-measurable function 
on X. The distribution function off is defined by 
mA4 = !-4x E x I I f(‘$l > h > OH. 
This is a nonnegative, nonincreasing, and continuous from the right function of 
h > 0. The nonincreasing rearrangement off onto (0, CO) is defined by 
f*(t) = m,,(t) = I@ > 0 I m,(A) > t > O>l 
= sup{h > 0 1 m,(h) > t > O} 
= inf{X > 0 I m,(h) < t}. 
It is clear that f  * is a nonnegative, nonincreasing, and continuous from the right 
function onto (0, co). Finally, ifs > 0 we define the integral mean function by 
f**(s) = (l/s) (f*(t) dt. 
We consider only p-measurable functions on X that belong to L1 + Lm, that is, 
functions f  = fi + f2 with fi E L1 and fi E Lm. 
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Now, iffELl + Lw we say thatf ELpQ if 
tw-VQf * ELQ 
with the usual modification when p or q = 00. 
Put 
Ilf llg = II tl’p-l’Qf* IlLa. 
By Hardy’s inequality we have 
llf II& - (I w-1iQf ** (IL”. 
We have also, for p, q # 00 
II f ll;m = 1 P Jorn ~Q-lb,(~)lG’P q”Q 
and 
L”P = LP. 
The following inequality is fundamental: 
llf ll;a- = sup Wf *(t) 
= sup X[m,(h)]‘l” 
d llf IIp . 
Let T be a linear transformation from L’(X) + L”(X) into Ll(Y) + L”(Y) 
which is also of restricted weak-type (p, q), that is, a transformation such that 
~~r,(WG d c llf llrr 3 
where f is the characteristic function of a measurable set of finite measure. 
Calderon has shown that T is of restricted weak-type (p, q) if and only if T is a 
bounded linear transformation from LP1 into LO*. All of this is related with 
Marcinkiewicz’ interpolation theorem. 
Let T be a bounded linear transformation from Lpi1 into Loi*, i = 1, 2. 
Then T is a bounded linear transformation from LP into LQ, when for 0 < 0 < 1 
1 1-e e 
and -=l--B,B. 
1 -=- 
P Pl +P, 4 41 ' 42 
Benedeck and Panzone [2] have studied the spaces L(r*s) = L8(Lr), that is the 
spaces L* with mixed or iterated norms and obtained an interpolation theorem of 
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Riesz-Thorin-type. de Pereyra [I] tried to obtain an interpolation theorem of 
Marcinkiewicz-type for this class of spaces. The first problem was to extend the 
weak-type notion for mixed or iterated norms. There are not only one but four 
natural extentions and therefore an equal number of interpolation theorems. 
Our purpose is to present the theory of Lorentz spaces with mixed norm and 
classify the several weak-type notions with mixed norm. This will enable us to 
put in a very clear setting the interpolation theorem of Marcinkiewicz-Ballester 
de Pereyra. 
Let us return to the mean integral function f **. 
If sLp means the spaceLp with the norm s [I . ijLp for s > 0, put 
Ilf II c+srm = inf(llfillLl + ~lifzllp If =fi +fi:fiEL1jfiELml. 
Oklander [7] and Peetre [6] have shown that 
f **w = llflls-l~~+p 
Therefore, to study Lorentz spaces, with mixed norm, that is spaces Lm(LV8) 
of function defined in a product space X x Y, it is natural to put for s > 0 and 
t>O 
After a formal multiplication it is natural to consider, also, 
f ****cs, t> = s-it-l Ilf IIO+s~*.lc~m”O,+t~~mcL’,SstLm 4 
The function norm f ** and f **** are equivalent and this is the heart of the 
problem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X and Y be two measure spaces with a-finite measures p and V, respec- 
tively, and M = &2(X x Y) the space of the complex-valued p x v-measurable 
functions on X x Y. For each y fixed in Y, f, = f (x, y) is a p-measurable 
function on X. Then, it makes sense to put 
F(Y) = Ilf 6% Y)llL1+sLm 
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and 
f **(ST 9 = II F(Y)IILl+tL” 
= II II f(X? Y)lILl+sLm IlLl+tL” . 
Then f~ (Li + 2L”)(Ll + sLm) if f **(s, t) < 00. The function norm f **(S, t> 
is a norm on (U + tL”)(Ll + SLm). If we change the parameters s and t we obtain 
equivalent norms. 
On the other hand, we say that f~~!2 + sLl(L”) + tLm(L1) + stLffi if there 
exist fO E L1 = Ll(Ll), fi E Ll(L”), fi E Lic(L1), and fa EL” = Lm(Lm), such that 
f =f1 +fi +f3 +f‘l ’ 
This space is a Banach space under the norm 
y= Wl\fo IlLI + s IIf1 /iLlcpm, + t llfi II~Q,I, + St llf3 11~4 
where the infimum is taken on al1 decompositions f = f. + fi + f2 + f3. 
A natural question is answered by 
I.1 PROPOSITION. The spaces (L1 + tL”)(LI + sLm) and L’ + sLl(L”) + 
tLm(L1) + stLm are equal andfor all s > 0 and t > 0 we have 
if II (L’+tLm)(L’+nP) d ilf 11 L’+sL’(Lm)+tLm(L’)+stL” G 2 Vf l~tL’+tLw+sL”~ * 
This will be proved in the Appendix. 
2. THE LORENTZ SPACE, WITH MIXED NORM 
Letf E M(X x Y) and 1 < P = (p, , pa), Q = (ql , q2) < CO. For eachy E Y 
we can consider f * * and put 
Now, put 
F(Y) = II ~l’p:f,T*(s)l!,,, * 
l1.f II LcmL=l”l) = II t1’“2F**(t)llg2 
= II tl’pYl/ S1’P1f**(S)/lL~l)**(t)llL~z 
= II IIfllplq lIp2up 
(here L,’ means the space Lr with respect to the measure dt/t). 
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Let 1 < P < co and 1 < Q < co. We say that f EL~Q = LpQ(X x Y) if 
IlfllLPQ = IlfllLbPa(L~‘l~~) < a* 
2.1 PROPOSITION. The LpQ spaces is a Banach space under any norm equivalent 
to 11 * hPQ * 
Proof. Let (fn) be a Cauchy sequence in LpQ. We can suppose that 
Ilfn+l -fn Il~k'Q < 2” 
(taking a subsequence if necessary). Then 
and we have 
he.). 
This is not increasing in S, and than finite for all s > 0. Since 
fv**w = lift/ Il&‘+p 
the series 
fi + i (fk+l - fkh! 
k=l 
converges in L1 + sL* to some function f, . 
For each x fixed we consider the function y bf,(x) and so the function 
(x, y) ti f (x, y) is well defined. 
Now 
(f(% .> -f&, .))**w = (it (h+1 -n%j**w 
d f (fk+l - f):*@) 
n=k 
and 
Therefore, fk converges to f in LpQ and f ELPQ. 
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2.2 PROPOSITION. The subspace of simple functions are dense in LpQ for 
P,Q # 00. 
Proof. Let f EL~O. We may assume f > 0. We show that given any E > 0, 
6 > 0 there exist a simple function 5 such that 0 < &’ <f and (f - I),**(s) < E 
for all s > 6. 
Note that 
implies 
lii f,*(s) = lii fz”(t) = 0 
P x 4&Y) If (27 Y>l > 4 < 00, 
Hence, we can find a simple function 5, 2 0, such that 
5,(x, Y) = 0 
if 6~ Y> $ @, r)l If (x7 r)l > 4 and 
0 G f (G Y> - %&, Y> < E, 
if (x9 Y) E 0, Y)i If (? r)l > 4 except for a set of measure less than 6. 
Then 
p x V(((% Y) E x x y; If (4 Y) - 5&1 Y)l > 4) < 6. 
So, for s > 6, 
(f - 57x(s) < 6. 
We obtain a sequence of simple functions 5, such that (f - &),*(s) -+ 0 as 
n -+ CC and 
(f - X(s) G f,*(sP) +f,*(sD) = 2f,*(sP). 
Now, the Lebesgue theorem on dominated convergence implies 
llf - 5, IILPQ - 0, as 12-+co. 
3. THE SPACES PQ 
Let us consider on (~5’ + L”)(LI + La) = L1 + L’(L”) + L”(L’) + La the 
function norm 
f **(s, t> = (list) llf!l(L’+tL~~(L’+s‘m) 
= llf Il(s-‘L’+Lm)(t-‘L’+L”) 
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lllflllgPQ = II P2 II sYf**(s, a,, iI+ - 
Now we define 
gJ'Q = {f~L+9') +L"(Ll) +Lw Illflllsp~ < @ 
3.1 PROPOSITION. Thm spaces .LYpQ are Banach spaces under any norm 
epiwalent to 1)) . III~PP. 
Proof. Let (f,J b e a Cauchy sequence in 9’pQ such that 
#fk+l -fk I\ILPQ < 1/2k- 
Then by Fatou’s lemma 
SO 
il (fk+l -fk)**b t, < O” (a’e*) 
and is also finite for all s > 0, t > 0. 
The proof from now on is the same as that of 2.1. 
3.2 PROPOSITION. The subspace of simple functions is dense in ZpQ, for 
P,Q # 00. 
Proof. We have 
Then 
I o* (f - S,): ds +0, as n--+cO. 
(f - s,),**(s> -+ 09 as n+co 
and the continuity of 1) . jlt-lLl+Lm implies that 
(f - L)**(S, t) -+ 0, as n-+co 
and this yields 
tttf - 5, ltt@‘Q -+ 0, as n-+co. 
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4. LPQ = ZPQ 
We show that the spaces LPQ and PQ coincide with norm equivalence. 
Let 6 be a simple function, in a m-finite measure space (X, p), that is 
‘x4 = f CkXE,W 
k=l 
where Ei n Ei = 0, if i # j and p(E,) < CO, k = I, 2 ,..., A? 
A little calculation shows that 
N 
I**(t) = c cz*XEk*(q 
k=l 
where cz* = cg* and (cl*,..., c, *) is the N-triple obtained from (1 c, I,..., 1 cN 1) 
in rearranging in nonincreasing order, and 
k-l 
c CL(J%), i /‘(Ed . 
j=l i=l 
Let us now consider functions on u-finite product measure spaces (X x Y, 
CL x 4 
If 5 is a simple functions on X x Y, that is 
5(x, Y) = 5 CkX&(% Y) 
?kl 
it is not hard to show that 
(**(s, t) = f c,**xe,*(s> t> 
k=l 
where x.& 0 = x.$4 XE$). 
By direct calculation we can now show that 
ill 5 Ill pp~ = jl Pz gl I cZ* lsl~~k*~l/)(t) 4tq1’PZ jLq2 7 
* 
where A,t = t, - t,-, , for to = 0 and t, = C:B1p(Ej), k = 1,2 ,..., N. 
These observations imply that 
and by density we have 
4.1 PROPOSITION. Let 1 < P, Q -=c CO. Then LPQ = S?pQ with nom 
equivalence. 
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It is not hard to also show that 
4.2 PROPOSITION. Lp* = Spm, with norm equivalence. 
4.3 PROPOSITION. LpQ = gpQ, f~ 1 < P < 00 and Q = (03, qJ, with 
norm equivalence. 
4.4 PROPOSITION. LpQ = spO, JOY 1 < P < 00 and Q = (91, a), with 
norm equivalence. 
5. EMBEDDING PROPERTIES 
Let Q1 = (qll, q12) and Q2 = (qzl, qz3). Recall that Ql < Qs if and only if 
q1i < qzi, i = 1, 2. 
5.1 PROPOSITION. If Ql < Q2 then LpQ’ CLPQe. 
(We agree that C denotes continuous embedding). 
The proof follows by iteration of the usual case (see [3]). 
Fix a a-finite measure space and let B be a Banach space of measurable func- 
tions continuously embedding in the space V of all measurable functions such 
that 
(g,f)EV xBandlfl bIgl~mpliesg~BandllfIIB>,/IgIl~. 
For this space B we have the following. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. Let T be a linear operator V-valued on LPI. Let xE the 
characteristic function of the measurable set E of jnite measure. Suppose that 
Tx~ E B and 
11 TXE/~B ,< C II XE /~LPI 
for some c > 0. Then T can be extended to all LPI. Moreover, iff eLPl we have 
II VIIB d 2~ lIfllL~l . 
The proof is analogous to the usual case (see [3] or [4]). 
6. DUALITY 
The duality in spaces LpQ runs in the same way as the usual L”q spaces and Lp 
with mixed norm. We follow the ideas of [4]. 
First, a Holder’s inequality holds in LpQ. 
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6.1 PROPOSITION. Let 1 < P < 00, 1 < Q < co, and P’, Q’ giwen by 
l/P+ l/P’= 1, l/Q+ l/Q’= 1. IffELPQandgELP’Q thenfgELland 
Proof. By well-know inequalities, we have 
/ jy jp, A g(x, y) dp dv j d jy jx Ifb r>i I g(x, r)l& dv 
< s is mfy*(s) gy*(s) ds/ dv Y 0 
As a consequence of Holder’s inequality we see that, for fixed g E LP’Q’, the 
linear functional 
Fdf> = jy s,fg 4 dv 
is bounded on LpQ. 
If E is a normed space we agree that E’ is their topological dual. 
6.2 PROPOSITION. Let 1 < P, P’ -c CO, where 1 /P + l/P’ = 1. Then 
(LPl)’ = LP’W. 
Proof. Let F E (Lpl)’ and if E is a subset of X x Y with finite measure put 
o(E) = F(xE). 
We have 
where X, and E, are the x-section and y-section of E, respectively. That is, 
(I is absolutely continuous with respect to p x v and then the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem implies that there is a unique locally integrable function g, such that 
F(xE) = jy jx xEg 6 dv. 
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Now by the linearity of F and density of simple functions, for all f E LPI, we 
have 
F(f) = s, s,fg do dv 
and 
IF(f)1 G Cllf /ILm 
To complete the proof we have to show that g EL~‘~. For this, taking 
f(x7 r> = exp(--arg g@, 39) x&, Y> 
we obtain 
ss 
I g(x, y>l dp dv ,< G@3c)1’D14~v)1’pz 
YX 
and putting s = EL(&) and t = v(J$,) 
This shows that 
II R I/ Lp*m < c. 
6.3 PROPOSITION. Let 1 -=c P, Q < co. Then (LpQ)’ = LP’Q’. 
Proof. Since LPI C LpQ we have (LpQ)’ C (Lpl)’ = Lp’“. 
Let F E (LpQ)‘. Then there exists a locally integrable function g, such that for 
f E Lpl we have 
F(f) = s, jxfgdvdv- 
In particular this representation holds for all simple functions and by density for 
all f e LPQ. 
7. MIXED MARCINKIEWICZ NORMS 
Let h be a complex measurable function on a a-finite measure (Z, v). We call 
the Marcinkiewicz r-norm the number 
I/ h lIMT = sup +&W”. 
A>0 
Following [l] we give here some notions of Marcinkiewicz mixed norms. We 
prove that these norms are equivalent to LPQ-norms. 
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Recall, first, that a Marcinkiewicz norm is introduced because the following 
inequality holds: 
Is 
1/r >, P dz 
(z;lhMl>0~ 
= hv((z: 1 h(x)\ > O>)liT = X(m,(A)}“‘. 
Taking the supremum on h we see that 
Now let f be a complex measurable function on a a-finite measure space 
(X x Y, p x v). We will have 
B 11 Y  GvP(~~ I ! t-(X, Y>l > A})}““}” dvy* 
= jjy {~~‘d~, r>>‘T’ dv\l’q. 
Therefore, it is natural to introduce the following definitions. 
and 
NDM(f; p, q) = sup \s X{mf(A, y)llp}q dv\l” 
A>0 Y 
It is not hard to see that 
NDWfi P, 4 < NSDM(f; P, n) 
and for characteristic functions of measurable sets of finite measure 
NSDMCf; P, 4) < 2NDWj-i P, q). 
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Now, taking P = (p, co) and Q = (4, q) such that 1 <p < CQ and 
1 < q < co we have 
Of course 
NSDWf; P, 4) - kfli,PQ . 
A third notion of a Marcinkiewicz mixed norm is the following. 
NDV(f’i P, 4) = SUP Wtr; II f(*, r>ll,v > W’* 
= II I!f(., r>ll, Il~r=J 
= t1.f Itp=Q 
if1 <p<co,l ~~4~andP=(p,p),Q=(p,co). 
Finally, the fourth and last Marcinkiewicz mixed norm. Take h > 0, p > 0 
and put 
Fixing h > 0, for all p > 0 we have 
Then, it is natural to put 
NMV; P, , PJ = z; b1ip14h dl”*, 
P>O 
and, for 1 < P = (p, , p.J < a, it is not hard to show that 
sup hpl’“‘m,(/\, p)l’9e N sup Pltl’“2f**(s, 2). 
A>0 r>o 
P>O t>o 
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8. WEAK-TYPE OPERATORS 
Let T be a linear (or sublinear) operator mapping complex-valued measurable 
functions f, which are defined on a u-finite measure space X x Y, into complex- 
valued measurable functions h = Tf, which are defined on a u-finite measure 
z x w. 
Let 1 < P = (p, , p,), R = (yl , 2 Y  ) < ,tx). As before, following [l] we say 
that 
T is of NDM-weak-type (P, R) if, for some C > 0, 
NDW?f; ~1, ~2) < C llf llLp ; (*I 
T is of NSDM-weak-type (P, R) if, for some C > 0, 
NSDM(Tf; ~1 , ~2) < C llfllL~ ; (**I 
T is of NVD-weak-type (P, R) if, for some C > 0, 
NDWX ~1, yd < C Ilf lirp ; c***j 
T is of NM-weak-type (P, R) if, for some C > 0, 
NWCf; ~1 , rz> < C llf IILp ; **** ( > 
Now, we go ahead and say that T is of restricted NDM, NSDM, NDV, 
NM-weak-type if the inequalities (*), (**), (***), and (****) hold for charac- 
teristic functions of finite measure sets, respectively. 
Then, the definitions of Macinkiewicz’ mixed norms and their equivalence 
with LPQ norms yield 
(i) T is of NSDM-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: Lp -+ Lra(LTf=) 
(ii) T is of NVD-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: Lp --+ LTa”(I:l) 
(iii) T is of NM-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: LP ---f L”“(L”“) = LR”. 
It is easy to see that the notions of restricted NDM-weak-type and NSDM- 
weak-type coincide. 
Proposition 5.2 gives the following. 
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(i’) T is of restricted, NSDM (NDM)-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: LP --+ Lrz(Lrlm). 
(ii’) T is of restricted NVD-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: LP --f Lr2”(Lr’). 
(iii’) T is of restricted NM-weak-type (P, R) if and only if 
T: LP --f LT2=‘(Lrlm) = LR”. 
9. INTERPOLATION THEOREM 
The main result in [l] is an interpolation theorem of Marcinkiewicz’ type for 
NM-weak-type. This theorem is a companion of the interpolation theorem of 
Riesz-Thorin-type for LJ’ spaces, with mixed norm. 
The theory of Lorentz(-Calderon) spaces enables us to put in a very clear 
setting the classical Marcinkiewicz theorem and to compare it with the classical 
Riesz-Thorin theorem. In the same way the Lorentz spaces with mixed norms 
enable us to clarify the concept of NSDM, NDM, NVD, NM-weak-types and to 
put in a clear setting the interpolation theorem of [I], that permits us also to 
compare it with the theorem of Riesz-Thorin-type of [2]. 
Let us fix some technical assumptions before the setting of the theorems. 
Let 1 <Pl,P 2, 1, 2, l>S2, 1, 2 4 4 s t t < co be such that 
(4 s2/sl < u2!u1 -c t2/tl ; 
(ii) pi < si , qi < ti 9 i = 1,2; 
9.1 PROPOSITION. Let T be a linear operator (h(y, , y2) = Tf, j(x, , x2)) 
sivtdtaneously of MN-weak-type 
((A j P2h (h j s2N, ((PI ,421, (sl y t2h (kl y P2h (4 9 s2)) and lb1 , q21 (tl , t2)). 
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Then T is of strong trpe ((rl , Y.& (ul , u,)), that is 
Now, in the Lorentz space language we have 
9.1’ PROPOSITION. Let T be a linear operator mapping boundedly Lp$L”l) 
into LS2=(Lslm), LQ$L*l) into Lt2”(LSlm), LPa(LQ1) into Lszm(Ltl”) and L@(LQ) into 
Ltzm(Ltls), simultaneously. Then T maps boundedly Lr2(L71) into L”z(L”1). 
The proof of Proposition 9.1 can be found in [l]. 
Proposition 9.1’ can be generalized as follows. 
9.2 PROPOSITION. Let T be a linear operator mapping boundedly LPzl(LPll) 
into LS~z(LSIcc), LQ1(LPll) into Ltzm(Lslm), Lgzl(L*ll) into LS+(Ltlm), and LQsL(LQ1) 
into Lt@(L1lZ), simultaneously; that is, T is an operator of restricted MN-weak- 
type ((Pl ) P,), ($1 Y 4, NPl 9 !72h Gl > tab ((PI 9 a>, @I 9 sz>>, cd ((!?I T 42), 
(4 , td. Then, ;f u = (ul , 4, R = (c , y,), J = ( jl , j,), and 8~ = (4 , h), T 
maps boundedly LRJ into LuK, for K < J. I n p ar zcu ar, t. 1 T maps boundedly LR in Lv. 
The proof of this proposition follows from the theory of interpolation of 2” 
Banach spaces (see [5]). 
It would be nice to give a direct proof on the lines of [4]. Also, it would be 
interesting to extend the theory to the quasi-Banach space case. We hope to return 
to this on a future occasion. 
APPENDIX 
We will prove that 
llf II (L’+tL%L’+sLrnm) 
and 
llf II O+sL’cL”,+tL”cL~,+stL~ 
are equivalent. 
Fix E and F two Banach spaces and (2, v) a u-finite measure space. We 
consider (strongly v-measurable E, F, (E + F)-valued functions. We recall that 
Lp(E), Lp(E), La(F), and LP(E + F) are the spaces of p-integrable E, F and 
(E + F)-valued functions (with the usual interpretation when p = co). Because 
no confusion arises we will omit the domain Z. Also, when G = R or C we put 
simple Lp. 
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10.1 LEMMA. 
(i) L’(E + F) = U(E) + Ll(F), 
(ii> It * IIL~tE+F) = II * lILItE)+LltE) 
Proof. If f ErLl(E + F) we have 
and 
Then 
If II Lw?)+L*cn inf = f-u+a (1 II 44, dz + 1 II 44l, h). 
U(E) + Ll(F) C L1(E + F). 
To the opposite inclusion let c E E + F and A be a set of finite measure. We 
have 
Now, let [ = C ckxA, be a (E + F)-valued simple function. Then also 
Finally, let f e L1(E + F) and (5,) b e a sequence that converges to f in Ll(E + F) 
The sequence (5,) is a Cauchy sequence in L’(E) + Ll(F). Let g be the L1(E) + 
U(F)-limit of (5,). But L1(E) + LI(F) C Ll(E + F) and so f = g a.e. That is 
L1(E + F) C Ll(E) + Ll(F). 
10.2 COROLLARY. L1(L1+ tL") =L1(L1)+ tLl(L"). 
9.3 LEMMA. 
(i) Lm(E + F) = Lm(E) + L”(F), 
(4 II * IIL~mcE+F, = II * lIpmcn+pcp, a 
The proofs are straightforward. 
9.4 COROLLARY. sL”(L1 + tL@=g = sLm(L1) + stL”(L”). 
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9.5 LEMMA. 
(i) (L1 +L”)(E) = Ll(E) +LW(E), 
(ii) ;: . I/ (L’+Lmm)w G 11 * IIL’w~+L% 
< 2j/ . /I cL~+L%E, * 
Proof. Let f  E (L1 + L”)(E). Without loss of generality, we can suppose that 
there exist u EU(E) and w ELM such that 
II N4IE < IlfWIE and II +~IE < lifC4iG 
and this implies 
Now, we have 
The inequality 
is clear. 
9.6 COROLLARY. 
IIf II Ll(E)+E(E, G 11 u lIL%) + 1’ u llL% 
< 2 l!f I! (L’+L%E) * 
Ilf II cL~+P,(E) G llf lIOcn+r%, 
(i) (L1 + sL”)(Ll + tLm) = U(L1 + tLm) + sLm(L1 + tL”) 
= Ll(L1) + t&P) + sL”(L1) + s&m, 
(ii) ‘1 + /l(Ll+sLPO)(Ll+tLm) - I/ . 11 ‘L’(L’)+tL’(Lm)+sL~C(Ll)+stL” . 
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